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editorial.
Lawrence 1,
Seidler 0

. ,

It looks as if Armond Seidler,
former chairman of the health,
physical education and recreation
(HPER) department, may be lost in
the University bureaucracy. Despite
student support on his behalf to
retain Seidler as HPER chairman, he
is being replaced, apparently at the
whim of the dean of the College of
Education.
Richard Lawrence, dean of the
College of Education, refused to give
reasons for Seidler's dismissal, citing
instead a University policy whi.ch
states, " ... chairmen serve in any
college at the pleasure of the dean of
that college. This means, simply, that
chairmen may be replaced during a
term of office; also, they may
resign."
And it is understandable that the
University administration,
particularly Vice President for
Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead, has upheld Lawrence's
decision and not requested further
details.
Lawrence was imported two years
ago and specifically groomed to
become the dean of the College of
Education. The deanship was
formerly held by Travelstead
himself, and since Seidler was HPER
chairman for 14 years, he served
under Travelstead. When Travelstead
resigned to become a vice president,

Seidler was named interim dean and
ironically sat on the committee
which selected Lawrence.
Lawrence has not chosen to make
his reasons for dismissing Seidler
public. We can understand that,
although it might now save Lawrence
some embarrassment and Seidler has
requested that the reasons become
public. But since Seidler did not have
the benefit of" a hearing and student
opinion on Seidler's performance
was not solicited, we wonder on
what grounds Lawrence based his
decision.
The University policy which has
facilitated Seidler's dismissal imperils
all department chairmen. They could
suddenly find themselves dismissed
for no apparent reason. It is
untenable that people at this.
University are subject simply to
another person's whim. We strongly
suggest the faculty undertake change
of this policy so another Seidler
incident does not take place.
Sarah Laidlaw

letters
Not Leading
To the Editor:
It amazes me that the
administration of our Pniversity
persists in leading by trying not to
lead. The parking problem has been
with us since cars were invented and
will stay with us for a while yet. This
is acknowledged by the
administration officials and yet there

is no published plan, no attempt to
publish its views or alternatives' to
this problem.
In this day and age of mass media
maybe the .University' should have a
public relations board as do most
important facets of government. The
Lobo is the closest form of mass
media that is available to the
students, faculty and administration.
By using the facilities available to the
University officials they could be the
outstanding leaders in solutions to
the noise and congestion car problem
on campus. But maybe they are
trying to lead by not leading?
As of Jan. 26, 1970, 18,586
parking permits have been issued to
fill the existing 4770 parking spaces
on campus. As yet the University
administration has not tried to swing
student or public opinion in its
direction. As yet the University
administration has tried but one plan
to solve the problem. As yet the
University administration is trying to
lead by not trying to lead.
John Cullinan

'I Have This Strange Feeling I'm Being Followed ... But That Couldn't Happen In America, Could It.. '?'

Legislative Internship Program Gains Acceptance
By SUE MAJOR
Although UNM's two legislative
·aides were at first viewed by some
I e gislators as little more than
glorified pages, the legislative
internship program now has
gained acceptance.
The program, begun this year,
placed a UNM student in both
chambers of the legislature as an
aide and researcher. The
internship project, under the
Division of Government Research
of the Institute of Social Research
and Development (ISRAD), was
funded by the UNM
administration.
UNM political science professor
Chris Garcia, who worked with
the program, admitted the
legislators "were not particularly
enthused" when first approached
with the idea. However, after
working with UNM's two interns
during the 60·day session
legislators became "very
favorable" toward the project he
s~d.
'
The two aides, graduate history
student Bill Pickens and
journalism major John Gilles,
called the job "an intense
educational experience."
Pickens, who worked in the
Senate, was sponsored by Senate
Majority Leader Tibo Chavez
(D·Valencia). Gilles was sponsored
by House Minority Leader

Thomas Hoover (R·Bern,).
Complex Work
''Initially there was a problem
because some legislators felt the
interns were nothing more than
high powered pages. But the wo1·k
became increasingly complex
especially in the middle of th~
session as the deadline for the
introduction of legislation
approached," Gilles said.

~

Bill Pickens

Duties of the two aides
consisted largely of research to
provide background information
and statistics supporting bills
before committee hearings.
''We provided statistical
information but it wasn't just a
matter of totalling figures. You
have to research to justify an
increase in a budget or a decrease
in another-you end up comparing
such seemingly worthless
information as the price of
typewriters now as compared to
five years ago," Gilles explained,
Gilles admitted to arriving in
Santa Fe "with most of the
preconceptions everyone has-the
smoke-filled rooms, money
changing hands, the fate of the
people being decided by a few
powerful men-but that's all
wrong.
"Despite the lack of money
(New Mexico legislators receive
$2 0 a day) and the lack of
training in the state for career
government types, we get
incredibly good people generally."
Pickens agreed with the
estimation of the quality of the
state's legislature, which overall is
rated eleventh in efficiency
nationwide.
Legislators Dedicated
''Almost to a man they're
pretty dedicated. Legislators are
subjected to enormous pressure. I

rarely agreed with what they came
out with but I respect them " he
said.
'
However, both interns
expressed disappointment over
some of the actions in the recent
session.
"In my opinion environmental
issues this time did not get very
fair treatment," Gilles said.
Pickens called the overall session

John Gillis

(The following was sent to Vice
President for Academic Mfairs
Chester Travelstead.)
I was chairman of a group of
graduate students who approached
you with a petition, signed by 67
graduate HPER students, concerned
about the requested resignation by
Dean (of College of Education)
Richard Lawrence of A.H. Seidler as
head of the department of HPER.
At that time you assured the
group that you were interested in
hearing the student's viewpoint and
informed us that either you or your
assistant, Hershey Julien, would be
in contact with me, as representative
of the group, in order to further
solicit information from involved
students.
Our meeting with you occurred on
Feb. 12, and as of this dat.e I have
received no further communication
from either you or your assistant,
Hershey Julien, regarding this matter
despite the fact that I am led to
believe that you have already made
your decision.
Sir, may I, as leader of the group
protest your action and further
suggest that your supposed concern
for both the viewpoints and
convictions of the 67 graduate and
224 undergraduate students, who
also presented a petition, and who
constitute a great majority of the

Please turn to page 4

NEV\1
IVIEXICO
Students Question Money
Used to Analyze Library
At an open hearing yesterday
students questioned a $30,000

consultants for consideration
included, the large number of

consultant firm scheduled to
analyze Zimmerman library.
About five students came to
the open meeting attended by 19
library staff members and
administration representatives.
The few students present at the
Faculty Library Committee
sponsored meeting asked librarian
David Kelley, why the money to
pay for the consultants was not
used for library improvements.
"The North Central Accrediting
Association said the library was a
weak point in the institution,"
said Kelley. "Their report
suggested a study of the library,
and I thought it would be the
appropriate thing to do. We don't
need a consultant firm to tell us
we need money, but long range
planning and program
coordination can come from this
study."
Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs,
defended the administration
decision to call in the consultants.
"We arranged for the library
survey so the next $30,000 could
be used with more effectiveness in
solving library problems."
The investigation will come to
UNM this April to organize the
study which will include
evaluation of reader services,
technical services, use of space
and money, library staff and
automation.
Student grievances gathered at
the hearing to be submitted to the

periodicals without going all over
the library, the need for an
undergraduate reading room and
exit signs for the stack area.
Travelstead answered students
that asked why more University
money could not be earmarked
for library improvements. "Some
of the departments at UNM are
housed in ratholes. Distributing
money is like handing out crusts
of bread to members of a hungry
family on welfare."
UNM was allocated about
$20.3 million; $3.5 million less
than the administration has said
would just keep the University
"where it is," and would not
allow for improvements.
One person at the hearing
questioned why the library had
two systems of book
classification. "Half of our books
are under the Library of Congress
system, and half are classified by
the Dewey decimal system. We are
trying to convert to one system
but the cost per book to reclassify
them all is from $2 to $2.50 per
book."
Most of the suggestions that
were offered to the Faculty
Library Committee
representatives at the meeting had
been aired before at a GSA
sponsored meeting with the
library staff last semester. This
time however, neither official
representatives from GSA or
ASUNM were present.

expenditure

Bema

"dismal."
"They killed all the major
anti-pollution legislation, the bill
to establish a statewide
kindergarten and a bill to prevent
political surveillance, And they
killed Senate bill 330 (which
would have made it illegal for any
New Mexico man to be drafted to
fight in an undeclared war). Then
they passed the Legislative
Universities Study Committee
continuation, which was just
ridiculous," Pickens said.
He said the volume of bills
contributed to the problem. ''The
volume of bills introduced was by
far the worst thing about the
session. I think they ought to have
a cutoff day for introduction of
legisation about the twentieth
day,
"The amount of legislation
introduced insures there is no way
they can give adequate attention
to even the major legislation."
Lobbies Powerful
Both interns also remarked on
the "enormous power" of
lobbyists in Santa Fe.
"There is tremendous lobby
power in this state, not because
the lobbyists strong-arm the
legislators, but because they are
intelligent, suave. They are widely
informed, always available,
flexible and willing to do

students in HPER in the largest
department of the College of
Education, be an absolute minimum
as is inferred by your total lack of
communication to these groups.
Peter Maud

Dean Lawrence should be continued
as dean of that college. Since all of
this appraisal was carried on after
Dean Lawrence notified Seidler on
Jan. 25 that he (Seidler) was not to
be continued as chairman of the
department of HPER after June 6,
(The following is Travelstead's 1971, it is obvious that the appraisal
answer to Maud's letter.)
did include faculty and
I am responding to your letter administrators' assessment of this
dated March 17 and to the petition action taken by Dean Lawrence.
which you and the other graduate Another way of putting it is that a
students submitted to me on Feb. large majority of the persons
12.
questioned and interviewed by me
I regret that I have not been able (well over 100 faculty members,
to get back to you sooner about the students and administrators, both on
matter you have been concerned and off campus), being fully aware
about, but it seemed to me necessary of Dean Lawrence's action
to finish the appraisal of the dean of concerning Seidler still
the College of Education before I recommended that he (Lawrence) be
could give you and the other continued as dean of the College of
students a definitive anser about the Education.
chairmanship of health, physical
Now that Dean Lawrence has
education and recreation (HPER).
accepted our invitation for him to
Between Feb. 9 and March 3 I continue as dean during 1971-72,
carried out at the request of Dean President Heady and I must and do
Richard Lawrence a rather support his prerogative to name
comprehensive assessment of his chairmen of the departments in that
performance as dean of the college. college, after he has consulted with
At the conclusion of that assessment tenured faculty members of the
and based upon the information department and others concerned.
obtained in my investigation, Therefore, we suggest that the
President Heady and I agreed that faculty of the department of HPER,
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along with help from students,
identify and reeommend to Dean
Lawrence the appointment of a new
chairman who hopefully will have
the support not only of Dean
Lawrence but also of the faculty and
students in the department.
The general faculty of the
University voted last spring to
support the principle of well-defined
terms for department chairmen, in
the belief that some plan of periodic
review and rotation of chairmen is in
the best interest of the department,
college and University. Sinee that
time, most colleges on campus have
adopted a plan which would
preclude the same chairman serving
for more than eight or 10 years at
the most-no more than two terms
of four or five years each. In light of
this development at UNM and in the
spirit underlying it, it does not seem
to be unwise or indefensible to bring
about a change of chairman in a
department where the same man has
already served 14 years as chairman.
As I'm sure you and other
students must know, Seidler has
academic tenure at UNM and may
therefore continue here as a full
professor to teach and carry on
research, if he chooses to do so. And
I do hope he will stay at UNM.
I appreciate the concern whieh
you and other students have shown
in this matter, and I do implore you
to understand - if not agree to -the
action taken and support next steps
in the appointment of a new
chairman for your department.
In any case, I hope you will feel
free to discuss this matter further
with Dean Lawrence.
Chester 'l'ravelstead

The Stuttgart Bach Chorus and Orchestra will perform Mass in B
Minor Monday night in Popejoy Hall at 8:15. The world-renowned
company was contracted for UNM by the Cultural Program
Committee. Tickets at the Popejoy Hall box office run from $3.50
to $6.50.

Stuttgart Chorus

Blacks

New Africa

Republic's Capital Set Up in Mississippi
BOLTON, Miss. (UPI) --About
150 Neb'I'Oes, some armed with
rifles moved onto 20 acres of
pastureland Sunday under the
eyes of sheriff's deputies and
highway paf;rolmcn attd set up the
capital of the Republic of New
Aft•.ica.
"The U.S. govertun('nf. can
continUP to exist," said thcit·
leader.
M(lmbers of the Negro
separatist gl'oup met tirst at a11
abattdoltcd school building in tlw
Mt. Beulah community, thE"n

Wednesday, March 31, 1971

tmveled in a camvan of 18 cars
and n bus to thPir propet·ty six
miles north of Bolton.
"More than 100 years ago om
people were chased fl'Om this area
and we are back," said
dungareE"·c!ad Amari Obadele of
New Ol'ieans, prPsidenl of the
organization. While mePtings were
hE'ld on the property, about 25
members, armed with rifles, took
up positions 011 the rolling land.
1'lw Republic of New Africa,
founded iil Detroit in 1968, ·is

dedicated to creating a separate
Negro nation from sections of
Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama,
Georgia and South Carolina. The
land near Bolton is to serve as the
capital.
A spokesman, Chokwa
Lumumba, said the capital would
pwbably be 11amed El Malik for
tht' late Malcolm X, the patriarch
of the new republic. He said
members would construct a
school building, a small hospital
and an executive office on the
property.
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missing books, inability to locate

Measures to Aid Handicapped
Senate tonight is expected to
hear three measures dealing with
ending problems of handicapped
students on campus.
The first measure, which
t'eccived a unanimous "do pass"
from Senate Steering and Rules
Committee Monday, asks Campus
Planning and Safety committees
to deal with four speci fie
problems of handicapped
students, including installing more
and better ramps to buildings aild
bar supports in rcstrooms,
opening the east door to the
bookstore and planning an
overpass fwm the main campus
over Lomas to the. Medical
complex.

In addition, the measure asks
Residence Halls Council (RHC) to
spend part of their allocation to
install ramps to dormitory
showers.
The second bill asks the
ASUNM Registration Committee
be allowed to distribute keys to
campus facilities to eligible
h a n d i c a p p e d s t u d e n ts at
registration.
Presently, handicapped
students must obtain needed keys
separately at buildings all over
campus.
The third measure request.s
$300 fot· reserved parking for
handicapped students at the Lobo
Arena.

..

T AC Studies Eye Switch Device
First Invented for Astronaut Usage
UNM's Technology Application
Center (TAC) is currently working
on ways to adapt the "eye
switch" device, used by NASA,
for use by earth-bound people as
well as astronauts.
The "eye switch" is used to
handle instruments by eye
movements. It was originally
invented so astronauts could
activate switches controlling
instruments, while undergoing the
paralysing pressures of the "G"
forces of liftoff.
Walter Long, assistant director
of TAC said, "You can have
problems looking for a solution,
and solutions looking for
problems. We consider this (eye
switch) a solution looking for a
problem."

Selective Service Seminar

Robert Rehder

Free-For-All

ESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR

reg.l2.95 now 5.50
BLACK SABATH,
PARANOID

3.99

CRY OF LOVE,
HENDRIX

3.99

PEARL

3.99

ANY

Children and their teacher tumble in a free • for- all in the play
yard at "Twelve Gates- Educational ~ltern~tives". Th': in~ormal
curriculum puts an emphasis on the children s own motivation to
learn, and gives them the opportunity to be hear? wh_en they have
criticisms or complaints about how the school IS bemg run. The
mostly volunteer faculty relates freely with the 14 elementary aged
children who are presently enrolled in the school, since activities are
structured around the needs of children and not the needs of the
faculty.

.WANT~ADS
. ((ei R.e4-uLU

'fwo Locations
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241
HoJTmantown Shopping
Center
296-0311

... a bride idea

Volunteer Staff Teaches School
By ANNE PLUMMER
A hand-printed sign on the
front door of a big old brick
house on High Street says, "Come
on in " and above it another says,
"Tw~lve Gates- Educational
Alternatives." Inside, in various
rooms on the first floor, are 14
clel):lentary age children and about

For the rest
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six adults engaged in non-graded,
child-centered education.
The school, which opened
March 8, is run almost completely
by volunteer staff. "We are always
open to people coming in and
getting with us," says Bill
Schurter, the administrator of the
school. He reports that many
people have come into the school
interested in teaching in a
particular area. But he is quick to
add that a free learning situation
for children requires a structured
situation for the adults. "There
needs to be a context of a
co-ordinated whole, an overall
sense of order. What I mean is a
clarity of mind.... We're not into
adjusting the environment to suit
the volunteers." But he says some
people have walked in and just
intuitively adjusted to the
situation.
There are now about 12 adults
associated with the school on a
fairly regular basis, with about six
of them there at any one time.
The staff met originally at a class
at Amistad, taught last fall by

•
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different posters to choose from
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Two girls take a break from their
varied activities at "Twelve Gates"
to rest, and share an ice cream
cone. The children spend their
days joining in various activities
which are offered by the staff.

Unique Program Offers Non-graded System

3 FOR $10.00

10% discount wilD

B&AS Develops Program
For On-The-Job Training

by

Lick and Learn

Black-Light ($1.50)
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Schurter and his wife Sue. The
class, "Educating the Children of
the Apocalypse," drew together a
small group or parents and
teachers interested in
implementing the educational
truths and values of such current
writers as George Dennison, John
Holt, J. Krishnamurti, Herbert
Kohl and Sylvia Ashton-Warner.
There is no tuition; but parents
of students are asked to pledge
whatever they can manage, up to
$50 per month. So far the school
has been able to pay rent for the
building, but the "paid" staff
members, of which there are
three, have not actually been paid
anything yet.
The parents' response to the
school in a parent-staff meeting
Wednesdy night, March 17, was
favorable, said Schurter. "The
children come home tired and get
up early, eager to get to school."
Perhaps one thing they like
about the school is the
opportunity to make their
opinions heard and have them
affect the way the school is being
set up. One student said she wants
a desk for herself in a little room
with space for one friend to visit
her. Schurter is building her desk
to order, including a place to put
her vase.
"We hope to draw our informal
and formal curriculum out of the
continuum of daily relationships,"

•
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states Schurter in a leaflet on the
school. He explained this by
describing the school's activities
board. The staff posts the days
and times for various activities
that they are interested in, and
the children are free to come see
if they want to participate. "A
child will learn how to read in a
week if it means, for example,
being able to put on a play,"
asserts Schurter. He is not worried
about pushing the children's
achievement in basic skills. He
believes they have their own
motivation to learn, their own
drives for competence. They need
to be shown what can be done,
especially with math and science,
Schurter has found.
Plans for expansion include
both younger and older children.
By fall Schurter expects to have a
nursery school associated with the
school. Over the next year they
will begin plans for a junior high
school. Perhaps a junior high-high
school combination will result, or
perhaps a free high school spread
out over the community.
Although some of the present
staff are interested in working
with o I d er children, Schurter
expects they will need more
people to get the plans for
expansion going. The present
school will continue this summer
with two sessions enrolling a
maximum of 25 children in each.
Next fall the enrollment will be
limited to 30.

-------
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The Lobo pledges an accurate
report of the score of their
basketball game with KUNM
Saturday (though the details may
be twisted in the unlikely event of
a loss)-we challenge KUNM to do
likewise. Their cowardly
announcement that they won the
Lobo·KUNM football game has
gone down as a vile black mark 011
the journalism profession.
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By WAYNE McNEELY
The School of Business and
Administrative Sciences (B&AS) is
developing three new programs,
one designed to give students
practical experience with
"on-the-job" training while
attending school.
"I'm very satisfied with the
internship program because it acts
as an incentive to keep our young
people in the state," said Robert
Rehder, dean of the business
school.
Students are given an
opportunity to observe the
functioning of management
firsthand. "Participating
businPsses will be selected by an
advisory council. This way we
seek computability betwe<'n
studPnt and busin<'ss bringing
gl'<'at benefit to each," the dean
said.
Two students are presently in
the internship program with an
expected enrollment of eight by
next fall.
Jose Gonzalez, graduate
student in international business
and an intern termed the program
"the best thing that has happened
to me.''
Gonzalez is working for
Mountain Bell Telephone Co. as
staff assistant on a committee to
reorganize management. "The
people I work with are great and
are always giving me their utmost
in cooperation," he said.
Gonzales said he is grateful for
the internship program because it
has given him a chance to get a
job immediately. "At graduation
time you are always thinking
where your job is going to come
from," he said.
The other student intern is Bob
Goodman, graduate student in
finance. He said the internship
program "is a good practical
application of school work. It
bridges the gap between what the
professors say will work and what
really works."
Goodman is employed by the
Public Service Co. in the
purchasing department where he
says the relationship between him
and fellow employees is
"beautiful."
Another project of the School
of Business and Administrative

Sciences is the addition of a Ph.D.
progmm.
The program was tabled for
further discussion by the Bureau
of Educational Finance (BEF) last
Wednesday. "The program will
probably be studied next
September," said Milt Jenkins,
president of the graduate
association of business students .
"Our Ph.D. program will be
interested in turning out highly
qualified people working on a 1:1
ratio with the senior faculty," said
Rehder.
Also submitted will be the
"executive program" designed for
persons in mid-career. "This
innovative program will give a
person the chance to attend
school without giving up his
present career," nellder said.
The executive program is a
three phase course, the first phase,
a two-semester study leading to
the Executive Program CPrtificate,
the second phase which is
optional, requires an additional
year leading to the Master of
Industrial Administration degree.
Phase three involves !!lasses
which will continually update and
improve the other two phases.
Classes will be scheduled for
ail-day session on alternate
Fridays and Saturdays. This will
pet·mit executives to continue in
their business capacity without
"undue inconvenience," Rehder
said.
Each participant is required to
have a minimum of three to five
years of managerial experience.
"We expect our age range to fall
between 30·45 years," the dean
said.
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Travel Film
Eric Pavel will return to
Popejoy Hall April 2, with a
program on Spain in the travel ·
adventure film series co-sponsored
by the Sandia Kiwanis Club.
Tickets for the program, which
will be at 7:30 p.m., are available
at Popejoy Hall. Prices are $1.50
for adults and $1 for children.

any mechanical device.
TAC is responsible for the
worldwide dispersion of various
earth- oriented imagery, mostly a
collection of slides processed by
TAC on different material, sent to
earth by the Gemini and Apollo
flights. They also seek practical
applications for devices developed
by NASA for spacecraft and
astronauts, such as the "eye
switch,"
TAC has delved inLo many
different kinds of research.
Besides their work on space
Pl'ograms, they handle data
provided by NASA on earth related fields such as geology and
oceanography, which helps
researchers study areas such as air
and water pollution.

acolder beer.
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The Selective Service Seminar
of the UNM Law School has been
temporarily postponed due to
pending congressional legislation.
The course will be offered at a
later date.

TAC has come up with some
effective practical applications for
this device. Often people in
hospitals are immobilized either
temporarily or permanently due
to injury or illness. These people,
who must rely on others to do
such things as buzz for the nurse,
lower and raise the bed, or turn
on the television, would do all
these tasks themselves by using
the "eye switch". "By blinking a
different number of times for
each device," Long explains, "a
patient could call a nurse, switch
TV channels or lower or raise his
bed."
The "eye switch" is basically a
lighted instrument that can be
attached to eyeglasses. The blink
of the person's eye causes light
from the small bulb on the device
to reflect off the closed eyelid.
The reflected light triggers the
switch which in turn can activate

~
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Lobo Review

Seeing Mexico on Student Rates

T.A. Revisited-Civil Insurrection

Crossing the Border at Nogales Can be Fun
(Editor's note: This is the refused to identify himself, saying
second of a two·part series on "I'm the consul and I don't need
where to go during break. Today any sort of propaganda." So,
we find ourselves crossing the some of this information might be
border near Douglas, Ariz.)
misleading.)
South of Guaymas is Mazatlan,
By DEANNE STILLMAN
obviously
warmer, also more
Border crossing can be made
touristy.
Some
students quoted
also at Agua Prieta near Douglas,
the
same
second
class rates to
Ariz, But avoid crossing here on a
Mazatlan,
and
the
consul
said he
holy day because an extra fee will
didn't
know
rates
there
either.
be charged,
"OnclJ you get into Mexico,
At Guaymas some people said
things are much more relaxed and they stayed on the beach but if
not so unpredictable as long as there are too many people, the
you have nothing worth stealing," police don't like it. During spring
said Jamie Halpern, UNM student. break international diving
At least you know you're there, competition will be held there.
and you can always cross the (This is not to say they schedule
border going back to the United this event around the arrival of
States without a note.
the UNM vacation contingent.)
Trains leave the Arizona border
At Mazatlan, staying on the
from Nogales at 6 p.m. daily. First beach is supposedly illegal, but
class rate to Guaymas, about 250 arrests seem to depend on "what
miles down the western coast is house the moon is in," Halpern
$24, although I've heard there's said. If you get kicked off the
been a 30 percent increase in first beach, there's always the
class fares. For $24 you get an International House, which is
upper or lower berth and meals. $1.6 0 a n iglit, including hot
The Mexican consul didn't know water.
how much second class rates are,
A little bit south of Mazatlan is
but several students said it was San Bias, which hasn't yet become
$15 during semester break. This as well·known as Guaymas or
includes a seat, no meals.
Mazatlan, and is supposed to be
The consul said the bus down nicer, i.e. warmer and less
the coast is cheaper and leaves touristy. For all you primitives in
from Nogales daily, He also said it the student body, you can stay
takes less time, which seems here in grass huts on the beach for
questionable. (Every time The one dollar per night, or possibly
Lobo called the consul he gave on the beach without the hut for
different information, and even even less. The train doesn't go to

San Blass but a bus from Mazatlan
does.
If you really want to be alone
or just away from Americans, you
can take a ferry to LaPaz, Baja,
from Mazatlan for about $5.20
one way, a 16·hour ride.
But if the Latin life is not for
you, there's always good old
vacationland, USA-california.
Getting there might be a little
more expensive than getting to
Mexico.
Driving isn't that costly but gas
stations along route 66 ''are
notorious for finding or making
;:: : .,•'
all sorts of things wrong with your
.•.·. ·.
car," said Halpern. Flying
'
•
stand·by to Los Angeles on TWA,
but the cost can be offset by
contacting the Berkeley Free
.
-Church crash service and finding a
place to stay for free. If things are
really tight, there's always the YW
or the YMCA. And unless you're
Continued from page 1
really liberated, avoid the
research,"
Pickens said.
Berkeley youth hostel.
Gilles also remarked the two
Flying to San Francisco is $44
stand·by. It's a little steep but if women legislators, Rep. Carol
you hang around the Stanford Tinker (R·San Miguel) and Rep,
dorms long enough someone will Muriel McNeill (D·Lea), "bring to
legislation a sense of spirit seldom
probably pick you up.
seen in second·term experienced
Hitchhiking on the freeways in legislators. They bring in a nice
CalHornia is illegal, but the fresh sense of fair play."
Cabrillo Highway from Los
Pickens noted the "tremendous
Angeles to San Francisco is
supposed to be good for liberal-conservative split in the
thumbing. "There's not much legislature, especially in the
traffic but there's a lot of freaks, House, in which the split cuts
said Jim Pensiero, UNM student. across party lines."
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Legislative Aides Are Accepted
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You'll have a better chance
of i{!1Hing your prose. poetry
and pictures published if you
get them in on time.
Bring your contributions
to Room 205, Journalism Building

"The House is almost evenly
split into thirds-the liberal
Democrats under (House Speaker)
Walter Martinez (D·Valencia), the
conservative Democrats under
John Mershon (D-Otero) and the
Republicans, who really hold the
swing votes.
"The Senate is flatly controlled
by the conservatives, although it's
a responsible conservatism. The
Senate, however, is more partisan
than the House, more split along
party lines," Pickens said.
The legislative internship
prog~.·am, however, may be in
financial trouble next year in spite'
of the success it appears to enjoy
now. The UNM administration
funded the program this session
on a one·time basis, and will not
pick up the tab next year.
The legislature has made nQ ·-· .
·formal commitment to fund the
interns, although Sen. Fred Gross
(R·Bern.), a strong supporter of
the program, told Pickens the
legislative council would fund the
program next session, Pickens
said.
Early in the session the House
passed 69·0 a memorial
commending the program and
asking six aide!i for the next
legislative session. The aides
would work with the legislative
council and staff as well as with
the legislators.
-~----All the
world loves a lover
except when he is driving in heavy
traffic.

DEADLINE: TOMORROW, APRIL l

•'r
•

"TIJERINA AND THE
COURTHOUSE RAID"- Peter
Nabokov (Ramparts Press,
paperback I $2.95; UNM Press,
hardback I $6.95). The .only
difference between this text and
the old is that this is the new
paperb&ck issue with an epilog
that brings Tijerina's story up to
date.
Nabokov did a good deal of
homework in researching his book
and claims it is not a scholarly
reconstruction but rather a
journalistic chronicle of a classic
peasant community insurrection,
a rising against civil authority
under the- influence of an
archetypal primitive rebel.
Nevertheless, it is a well •
documented and extremely
well-written stot·y about the
90·minute event that occurred on
the second morning of the six·day
Arab - Israeli War. With a style
that is scholarly, at times human,
and always interesting he not only
chronicles the events but explores
and explains the reasons for their
occurrence.
There is something here for
everybody, from the embarrassing
moment Adelaida Cargo's name
was found among the names on a
confiscated Alianza list ("And all
that time he was sleeping with an
Alianza member," she teased the
governor), to one Captain De
Baca, a Vietnam returnee with the
Guard who recalled the similarity
between the two campaigns: "It's
hard to recognize the enemy."
But the real story centers
around Tijerina and the events
and causes that brought about the
raid. Nabokov explains Tijerina
had been able to organize a
.. m-ass·roots protest in . the north
because he had not been reared
with the traditional political
structure which hamstrings
progressive young villagers.
"Through his utopian message he
was able to transform the
backwardness of northern New
Mexico villagers into an
organizational asset."
Nabokov traces the history of
this protest. from that July 4
weeltend ln 1966. Simultaneously
he d cscribes the rise of this
charismatic leader, one of' 10
children born to an impoverished
Texas sharecropper, an
ex-evangelist who, right from his
childhood, was distinguished in
the art of persuasion: "They
called me abogado sin Iibras,
'lawyer without books.' "
The story continues through
the Echo Ampitheater takeover,
the conflict with D.A. Alfonso
Sanchez (whose file on the
Tijerina family was already
overflowing). Sanchez said about
Reies: "You could tell he was
dangerous because he really
believed in what he said." It was

Sanchez' actions at the Alianza's
Coyote meeting that prompted a
citizen's arrest by Tijerina- to be
served on June 6, 1967 at the
Tierra Amarilla courthouse, The
result was the abduction of UPI
reporter Larry Calloway and
Deputy Pete Jaramillo.
Nabokov states that "the
emotions of revenge, fear and
surprise on the part of both police
and visitors- whether innocent
or implicated- made the
afternoon impossible to
reconstruct." He adds the raid
''did not fit into a cut·and·dried
format of crime and outlaws. It
had too many human dimensions
and social ramifications for that."
After the raid the Guard was
called in. The "cattle pen"
incident, the largest manhunt in

Tijerina
the state, and

the capture of

'rijetinu closed t.bc chnptcr on the

Tien·a Amarilla raid - but only
for a while.
Later would come the death of
Eulogio Salazar and the trial in
which the "abrogado sin libros"
would plead his own case and win
an acquittal on three charges
stemming from the raid. "The fact
his trial had failed to reconcile
anything, or to create an
atmosphere of trust for working
out differences in a judicial
system, boded mOl"e of that
polarization which had brought
about the raid in the first place,"
says Nabokov.
This polarization dates back to
1848, when the United States
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Smog Alert
Highlights Earth Weel(
The City of Albuquerque has
declared A oril 19·23 "Earth
Week'' an-d Stu dents for
Environmental Action (SEA) is
planning several actions for the
four·day peri ad.
Displays of art and
photographic projects relating to
pollution will be set up in the
Union. Anyone may submit work
and if interested should contact
Laurie Dickinson at 266·5103.
"Organic prizes" will be awarded.
A series of three one·act plays
by Charles Coombs will be
presented in the Union theatre
April 21·23, and on April 21 an
afternoon of puppet shows by
Joanne Forman will also be
presented in the theatre.
"The Albuquerque Transit
Company has agreed to make

April 22 one·cent fare day," said
Terry Degler, SEA member. "In
conjunction with that Citizens for
Clean Air and Water are staging a
mock smog alert because the
amount of carbon monoxide in
Albuquerque is getting pretty
high."
Other activities scheduled for
the week include an aluminum
can and bottle drive on campus,
and the showing of ecology films.
"Speakers and panelist.s have
been cheduled for the 22 and 23
by Randy Biggers, SEA member,"
Degler said.
On April 23, the editor of "The
Environmental Handbook"
Garrett DeBell, will speak, and
will be sponsored jointly by the
ASUNM speaker's committee and
SEA.

won its two-year war with Mexico
and signed the treaty of
Guadalupe· Hidalgo- and a
foreign way of life and alien
judicial mentality began to enter
northern New Mexico, Since that
time over four million acres of
Ian d ·grant territory have been
lost. The Forest Service came to
be known as an army of
occupation. The author explains
"it became clear the desperate
move had been not so much a
long·planned maneuver as a
frustrated, flailing out reaction to
the deafness of state and federal
officialdom towards rural Chicano
grievances."
A native of northern New
Mexico who is very active in the
movement told me the only thing
wrong with the book was "it told
the ga.bacho too much." There are
too many stories and behind the · scenes actions: Cargo's
personal sympathy for the
northern social dilemma balanced
by his instinct for
self-preservation; preserving his
"ethnic" support while remaining
free from most Anglo criticism;
Baltazar Martinez' mother getting
Cargo's personal check as a reward
for her son's capture and then
signing it over to her son.
The epilog provides many
answers to questions about the
growing disparity between
Tijerina's direction and that of the
movement. "He was not one to
lower his position of visibility and
power for the sake of true
community organizing, and his
goals no longer seemed to parallel
the course of the grassroots
development he had spawned,"
Nabokov states. Tijerina talked of
petitioning U Thant to send him
along as a civil emissary to the
MidEast to bring the warring
tribes together- "You see, now
the land grants are so much of my
attention," pinching his fingers in
the Mexican gesture for a little,
"but the MidEast is so much,"
throwing out his arms.
This is not a straight, dry
biography of Tijerina nor a
historical profile of the Alianza
but a long·necdcd insight irtt'o the
differing theories of land concepts
and use. It is a superb account of
a controversial, complex and
exciting story that should be read
by everybody in the Southwest.
Leroy Quintana

By lhr twlhor of Rally Rmmtl the Flag, Boyn., .!Jo1Jir Gtlti~, •• rfr,,

Tenure; or Old Teachers Never Die
Today let us discuss tenure, an academic custom which stipulates
that if a college doesn't fire a teacher fast enough, they are stuck with
him forever.
The rules of tenure vary from campus to campus, but in general,
a teacher gets tenure when he reaches the rank of associate professor
or, failing that, when he completes eight years on the faculty. Thereafter, he cannot be fired except for two rigidly defined causes: a) if he
is habitually nude during lectures; or b) if the college can prove he has
been dead for more than one semester.
Small wonder, then, that colleges are so careful about granting
tenure. Who wants to be saddled with a dull teacher for the rest of his
lumpish life? For-let us speak frankly-even among a group as glittering as teachers, you will find an occasional deadhead. Take, for ex·
ample, Ralph J. Stagnant.

Mr. Stagnant was not only dull, he was stupefying. Believe me, I
would never say such a mean thing, true though it is, if he were a sensitive man, but he is not. In fact, if you want an example of how insensitive he is, he wrote his entire Ph. D. thesis on a chair that had a nail
sticking through the seat.
And if you want further evidence of his dullness, the thesis was
called "The Dynamics of Luggage."
But even so, the academic job market was booming at the time
Mr. Stagnant got his doctorate, and he soon found employment.
What's more, by blending with the ivy and always walking on tiptoe,
he managed never to attract the Dean's attention and thus got rehired
every year.
But finally came Year No.8, and Mr. Stagnant knew his luck had
run out. This time rehiring would mean tenure and naturally the Dean
would first take a good hard look. How, thought Mr. Stagnant with a
sinking heart, could he persuade the Dean he was worth keeping?
Well sir, as everyone knows, the way to impress Deans is to publish books. So Mr. Stagnant, who thus far had been too sluggish even
to attempt a book, now began turning them out at a frantic rateThe Foot Locker Through History . .. Valise and the Single Girl .•. My
Satchel, Right or Wrong. Alas, the publisher rejected them all.
Finally, in desperation, Mr. Stagnant tried a novel, but this fared
no better. "We are herewith returning your cornball novel," wrote the
publisher. "Are you kidding with this stuff? Can you seriously believe
that in this modern day and age anybody would want to read a tearjerker about a rich.Harvard boy who marries a poor Radcliffe girl who
dies of leukemia?"
And so, alas, Mr. Stagnant was fired. Today, a broken man, he
lives in a New Orleans slum, working part-time as a praline.

There is a powerful lesson here for all of us: if you want tenure,
don't be dull.

MEDITATION
as taught by
MAHARISHI
.M:AHESH
YOGI

INTRODUCTORY
LECTURE
By DAVID FITCH
a teacher of
T JUNSCEN DENTAL
MEDITATION

SUB THEATRE
WEDNESDAY
MARCH 31
S:oo P.M.
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
111EDITATION SOCIETY

Take, for instance, Miller High Life Beer. Do you think that if
Miller had been dull, it would have enjoyed a tenure of 115 years so
far? Of course not. Miller abides because it is the very opposite of dull:
it is lively, sparkling, vivacious, animated, sprightly, buoyant, spry,
ardent, sportive and waggish. Just pour a Miller and the hills are alive
with the sound of music, and there's a bright golden haze on the meadow, and every cloud has a silver lining, and zing! go the strings of
your heart.
Perhaps you think I'm being a bit effusive about Miller High Life.
If you do, I ask you to remember one thing: to me Miller is more than
just a beer; it is also an employer.

*

*

It's true. We, the brewers of Miller High Life, bring you this column
every week, sometimes nervously. And every day, always confidenlltJ, we
bring you Miller High Life. If you've gollhe lime, we've got the beer, in
cans, bottles and kegs-and all ways delicious,

Installation
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

By ~ark Sanchez

..•

Student Government

Baseball bores me to tears. The only reason I will watch a
game, like many fans, is just to see one superstar hit a homer,
"" '..
. ~'
steal a base or get into a fist fight and thrown out of the
.......:..~
game.
The Albuquerque Sports stadium was the site of a major
league baseball game yesterday, featuring the Los Angeles
Dodgers and the San Francisco Giants, both with their
complement of superstars.
The reason baseball remains popular is due, to some
extent, to the superstar players. They keep a team going
whether the team is winning or not.
At yesterday's game people went out to see Willie Mays,
Maury Wills and Richie Allen. They did not go out to see the
Giants and the Dodgers.
Superstars make professional baseball. They support it
they enjoy it, they keep the sport alive.
'
The real action at yesterday's game was the pre-game
batting practice session where players limber up and supply
enough information to sports columnists to keep them in
their jobs until the next pre-game batting practice session.
The superstars are easily identifiable as the main characters
in the baseball drama by the flock of reporters asking
questions and the number of requests they get for autographs
when they walk past the grandstand.
•
The popularity of the superstar is what makes baseball
CAMPUS lAUNDRY
Ill
unlike football in fan support. Spectators can become
and ClEANING
infatuated
with a whole team in football but very seldom do
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
UNM standout center Willie career here at UNM in 1967 along baseball fans love a whole baseball team.
and Laundry
Long added another honor to his with teammate Petie Gibson and
An exception must be made for the New York Mets who
Counselor Always on Duty
string of honors this season by the two have provided thrills for
2106 Central S.E.
. 247-0836
captivated the interest of many people during their race to
being drafted in the second round UNM sports fans for three years.
of the National Basketball
Long, in addition to his scoring the crown without wide interest in the players as individuals.
Association draft held in New records, holds most school records Only after the series results were in, did the Mets emerge with
York by the Cleveland Cavaliers. for free throws and rebounding. superstars of their own.
Long already drafted by the He holds the school record for
However, not since the Mets has a baseball team generated
Miami Floridians of the American most free throws in one season
~.
Basketball Association was the having hit on 193 of 273 charity so much enthusiasm from its fans. Many teams now have
t-7
leading scorer for the Lobos this tosses.
superstars and push for superstars and the spectator
year, He set a career scoring
He is the only Lobo basketball enthusiasm they generate.
n
record of 1542 points in three player in history to score over 600
The more flamboyant, colorful or controversial the player
<:\K
years eclipsing the 1537 record points in one season having
the
bette: for the team as far as gate receipts go.
held by former Lobo great Mel accomplished the feat both his
SCHLITZ
junior and senior years.
Daniels.
Stars hke Dodger firstbaseman Richie Allen, who has been
Long has already received
_Another honor won by Long
$3.84/case
to
three clubs in as many years, was one of the main reasons
96c/6 pack
All-WAC, all District Seven and this year was the WAC scoring
All;>Uquerque_ ~ports f~ns w<>nt to the game. His carefree
honorable All American laurels title. He averaged more than 23
Send a chilcl w camp
th'
attitude,
typified by his manner and dress have made him an
IS year.
points a game during the WAC
905 YO.l€ S€
The senior center from Fort schedule and threw in close to 25 almost prieeles~ commodity for any team.' He is probably the
~~::;=::~~::;:~~::=;:;:~:=;::;;::::~W~a~y~n;e~,~I~n~d~.~sgt~ar~t~e~d~h~is~co~lgl~egi~·~a~te points a contest during the rest of hottest player 111 the league as far as spectator enthusiasm is
concerned.
11
l li
a nation
Players lilce Allen can't break a ball <!lub, because of
SlMf1~
~Yc,~lDlNG
with 246 diff.erent kinds of individualistic attitudes they can only help where it counts
7
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
cheeses?-Charles de Gaulle
most, the box office.
Reduction W?rk-Recluce. from any size up to 14" by 1B" down to BV." ;c 1 1 .
. About being traded to Los Angeles, Allen says the only
Computer pnntouts, engrneering drawings, accounting worksheets organizoti n
I
"Be yourself" is about the
'-~•, oversized periodic_a_ls_an_d_book<.
'
•
J worst
advice you can give some difference between playing in St. Louis and playing in Los
people.
Angeles is "the color of the uniforms."
Those fans who go to a ball game to see a particular
superstar, lose interest in the game after a while, and b(~come
interested only in the preformance of the superstar they have
c~osen to support. They come to life only when their star
h1ts a homerun or does something equally exciting_
Baseball could have always been boring, it could have
always been to some, a waste of time, but it has always had
s~perstars dating back to ~re-Babe Ruth days. They will stay
w1th the sport for a long tune. The sport will stay with us as
long as the superstars stay with the sport.
For those interested enough to. care, the Los Angeles
Do~g~r_s beat the San Francisco Giants yesterday in an
exh1b1tlon baseball game at the Albuquerque Sports Stadium
by a score of 9-1.
1971 SUMr1ER FLIGHTS

Long Goes

Candidates for ASUNM student
government offices may pick up
their petitions in the Union
starting March 31. Petitions must
be returned by April 7 at 5 p.m.

GASA Exhibition
The Graduate Art Students'
Association will present an
exhibition of contemporary
paintings, graphics, ceramics and
jewelry March31-April 21 at the
GASA gallery at the north
ballroom of the Union.
Artists represented will be
Brady, Danisch, Ettenberg,
Finkin, Jackson, Milutin, Paxton
and Snyder. A reception at the
gallery will be held at 8 p.m. on
March 31.

Transcendental Meditation
An introductory lecture on
transcendental meditation by
David Fitch, who has studied in
India with Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi, will be held at the Union
theater at 8 p.m. March 31. The
lecture is sponsored by the
Students International Meditation
Society at UNM. There is no
admission charge.
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th<• bu..,iness world. C'hoos<' your own
hour!1. R('U non-polluting productg to
hom<• and industry. Coli 266-2200, 417
SuuSitHAitY.()F' A.Lt~6--A n<'~tln -t.,~;::
Jln.rt 1ime now--Cull time nmnmt~r=~S90.
243·1313. 4 Jt
MALl•: HEI.l' W ANTim. l'a~t time no~~:
!ulJ time surnm<•r. AplllY i11 Pl'ri=!Oll nt any
I>ttr 'Vi('h(>I'Srhnit:z.d. 4ll
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JOBS ON SHIPS!
~X<'C'lltion.
r:xcC'Ilent pny,
worldwide
tra\-'<'1. 2-G months nnnunl vuration, pJus
frN• food, lods.ring and medirnl. l'cr!N•t
Rummer job of oarecr. Send $1.00 {or d<'·
tnils. sgA l•,AX, Ilox 1173·M, Dous:rtns,
Arizona. 85607. 4-2
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MISCELLANEOUS

l•'HI•:I~

TO GOOD HOJ\li~. Ycnr old Coonhound. Hom~inR. 2{i8-2674. 4,,-r;

I-'In:I•] -·FI-:MAI;f: CHOW, had shots.
rnonth.s old. 182~ Alvarado N4E. 4/5
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Sen. Joseph M. Montoya
(D·New Mex.) has asked NBC and
RCA to reconsider plans to cancel
the TV show "High Chaparral."
"The show has always been in
good taste," said Montoya,
"presenting Spanish-American
citizens not as 'Frito Bandito'
types, but rather as hard-working,
courageous people. "These early
pioneers contributed enormously
to the total American frontier
experience. Our country owes
them much, and 'High Chaparral'
takes full note of this."
"Th(•se citizens (the
Spanish-Americans) are
contributing more than their fair
share of young men to our
military commitments. They
continue to be deprived of many
of their basic rights in many areas
of the country. They arc still
being discriminated against and
oppressed," said Montoya.
"National television therefore,
espl'eially when it is a public
licensed medium, should do
something to even the balance.
Yet by this cancellation, the
imbalance grows worse."
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FORSALE

IJRf.:SSMAin:R SEWING MAGIIINK Co•t
8260.00 five yonrs nom, asking $60.00.
Blnc-lt & silver hrorncl<' dinn('r jnck('t. 40
rr,~ulnr, $26.00.
256-6960.
_,
._.
- 4/1
1067 T!t!UMI'H GT-6, AM·l•'M radio, 4-H
trnt•k st<'rrot.npC"1 fleW Mif'lwlins, wir<"
, whools,. while. 299·4067. 4!1
.. . .
'67 BUICK SKYLAHK. I•'artory ni•, power.
~l>!u"~!!'!:rinre::s~~o:;. 242-0171. 4/1
lOR WATT GUITAH AMI' (240 pcnk.J
G~."'l_c:ondiHon _:~H-~, 256-al~~-_3.~
1071 HAMBU!tGJms. Where? !o'RONTIIm
RF:STAUHAN'r across from Poprjoy
Hnll, Tho lnl<>st in broiled food. Cnll 2660550 for orders to go. 7 :30 to 7:30. 5/6
-·--NNW STJ!JIUo:O CASSWr'l'B HI~COUDNR
l'LAYBH. with AM·PM multiplex rndio.
separate turntnblc nnd SP<•nkcrs. $159.115
or low monthly pnyments. Uttitt'd F1rcirtht
Snl~. :~1120 Snn Matro, oP~n 9 to 0,
/10
Ngw COMPONf:N'r SF:TS complete with
Jnr~e professionnl scrica Garrard chnng ..
era. AM.. I•"M rnultfpJcx stereo-radio and
four SJ><'nkcr system with jnclts for headset, tnpedcck nnd rnil<C'.. $119~95 or low
monthly rmymenta. Unit(."<-) I•'reiJtht Snloot
_ :!920 Snn 1\!ntoo, open 9 to 9, 3/10
30 PORTABLE TV's. $30 to $60. Ul
Wyoming N.[.;. 21i5-5987. ,4}_2_ .. ~-~-·-· .•
1!171 SINGF:R SEWING MACHINES.
never been llilod. (7) Cully equipped to
zig-zngo, mnltc buttonholes, etc. This is n
first time offer nnd they wJU go fnat nt
$49.95 n11icce. We ltnve .threaded thorn
for your inspection. Unitrd I•'reight
• Snlcs, 3920 Sun Mateo, open 9 to 9. 3/211
HI'l'ACHI 737 stereo tan~ recorder. 7
_ months old. $140. 277-5371. 4/5
11171 HONDA ar.osr,, $75 and take over
)lnymont.a. 2·13-0905, nslc for Dnvc. 4/li
I.l•:vr
-Nnvy, · blnclc, b~~~ntuiy·,
ht'i~t!, hrown, ~r~cn, nnd bone. All nt
J~olJo Mcn'A Shop. 2120 C<!ntrnl S.I~ • .1/0

Mex~~o

505/242-1282

ImCJ<;PTIONlsT, MODELING and light
offi('<~ \\'01~1,. $300. Acm~ l'~r.sonnC'l, 6300
Central S.E. 4/G

SPORTS GAl~: 1960 TR-3. Onr ownerlnc·ulty. linr<l, soft tops; grny, red leather
UJiholstftry. J.~nrdnc J.~r<>at----1991 ce .CnU
~42-6924 .4/1
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CONTACT YOUR WORLV WIVE CHARTER
REPRESENTATIVE:

INTI<:JU>STEIJ in working out of "talc.
Aug-. <"arnings $UOO per month. Mu!'lt
lmvr <'ntire surnmt'r fr<.>e. Call Kip Murray at lfownrd Johnson's micltown for
intc>r\•it_1 \V. 3/31
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were "u n cons Li tutionall.y
overboard."
The U.S. Supreme Court agreed
to hear the case and decide il' it
will take jurisdiction. Until the
Supreme Court rules, the RAG
can be sold on the UT campus.

Alb.

PreSchool

Co-op

An exciting environment for your pre·
school or kindergarten age child.
Morning and Afternoon sessions.
Now Enrolling for Sept.
898-0598
606 Candelaria NW

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue . .5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Universily

FUN

FUN

Montoya Asks NBC
To Reconsider Plans
Of Canceling Show

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
206, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Dox 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Jllat•C', dining room. kilrhc-n. 3 blocks to
lht• Unh·<'rsity. No pc>ts. $220 with
utilitim. 262-5000. 3/31
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against the Regents on Dec. 17,
1969.
District judge Tom Blackwell
gran ted the UT a temporary
injunction banning RAG sales on
campus in Feb, 1970. In his
decision Blackwell said, "I find
the said solicitation rules and
regulations are reasonable
regulations of campus conduct."
He found them not discriminatory
nor in violation of the First
amendment, guaranteeing free
speech, and the Fourteenth
Amendment, guaranteeing due
process of law.
The sale ban was lifted by a
three-judge federal panel. Their
decision was rendered in the case
of the New Left Education
Project and interested parties,
against the board of regents,
The memorandum opinion held
that the regents' rules against
hawking of newspapers and
restricting the newspapers to
vending machines, conflicted with
the first amendment freedoms of
association, press and speech. It
continued that the rules could not
make first amendment. freedoms
dependent on the "will of the
administrator" and that tht" rules

Eat, drink and be merry!
2300 Central SE
(across from Popejoy Hall)

gold street circus
Records:
\ \'oodsto<"k Two

$6.75

Alice Coop"r . .

S3.29

T"a For Till erman

S3.20

Back In Stock:
Kama Sutra Oil
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SUM~"R AND YEAR-ROUND JOBS IN EUROPE
POSJT!ON AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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WASHINGTON, D.C.,
(CPS)-Rules governing the sale of
"unauthorized" or underground,
newspapers on campus will come
under U.S. Supreme Court
scrutiny if it decides to take
jurisdiction in an appeal by the
board of regents of the University
of Texas (UT).
The UT regents, through the
Texas Attorney General's office,
filed suit July 9, 1969, in district
court requesting a permanent
injunction against the sale and
distribution of the RAG (Austin's
underground paper) or "other
newspapers and publications,
except in compliance with the
rules and regulations of UT."
Regents' rules concerning
commercial solicitation specify
jurisdiction over newspaper sales
associated with the publications
of two student organizations, the
Radical Media Project and the
New Left Education Project.
The RAG countered by filing
suit August 1, 1969, in the
Federal District Court to prevent
prosecution of the case in state
court, claiming that U.S.
Constitutional First and
Fourteenth amendment rights
were being infringed upon.
The Federal Court dismissed
without prejudice the RAG suit

TlinJ<;i~-~~EDROOMS. two full baths, fir;;:

-·0
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Mechanics Instruction
An eight-week course on air
frame and power plant mechanics
beginning April 3, will be offered
this spring by UNM's division of
continuing education. Classes will
meet 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturdays.
The courses will be taught by
Gerald Cady. There will be a
tuition fee of $80 plus $30 for
textbooks, which will be available
at the first class session.
Enrollment will be limited to 40
students.
Additional information is
available at the UNM Continuing
Education Division.
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In Europe to A 11/st You
10. Travtlor'1 Cheque:
11. Travel Boob & Manuals
12, Pauport A.ppllcatlolll & lnt'l
Htlllth Cett/flcllt••

6. Aura Purch11te1, LeJJUt cl
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7, Motorcycle Purclt•••• Abroad
B. A II Tr<tve/Jnrurance
9. Correspondent Student Bureaus

3. lnt'l Stud~nl
ld~ntlty Carrb
4. lntrii·European Chatten
J. Eurt~il &: BrltNil P•w,.
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MONDAY

BOOKS I.OST: Hewnrd $25. Anyonr rr·
turnim~ two annotnt<-<1 bool,s: Uwmln
l'hina. and thr Wrqt; Who Wants DiRarrn:tmc>nt-~-Harr<'lt. 1\lc-::a Vi8tn 2107,
Jlhone fi233. R<1.'l.. lihon" 296-7760.. <i /G

DONA Z. MEILACH

-i.m

blnrlc

DolUlrmnn, .show pnp('rs or t1<"!Jt."ri0<'. 24721·i~~ 4.-/2

PRICE

~

Phone:

FOUND:

5)

6/15 7/30
6/27 - 8/26
7/12 -811

AlbuqueAque, New

·~- ,_~~~~~

$189

ROUTING

NEAR l.IBRAHY, Hmall

nuppy ,.,dth tan markin$.~:i. 277-4Rl'i0. 4/6

New Mexico

DATES

M.Lle.& Cha6 6ee.
College Inn
303 A.&h S.tJr.ee.t

LOST & FOUND
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The Vietnam Veterans Against
the War will meet at 7:30 p.m.
March 31 in Union, room 248. All
persons interested in joining a
march to Washington are asked to
attend_
"The Washington journey will
attempt to confront the present
administration with the
organization's beliefs about the
war," said an organization
spokesman.

PERSONALS

-~·~--,~,

th:::!ul:::e~:o;.govern

u. of

Vets Against The War

l'EH.MS: PnymC'nt must be mndC' jn full prior to lnRC'rtion of ndvcrtisem('nt

lounq €
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Regents Issue Rules Governing Sale of Undergrounds

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7e per word, 20 word mini ..
mum ($1.40) per time run. If nd is to
run five or more ~:onsccutive dnys with
no changes the rate is redured to De
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

q UaRt€RS

kop'.·v korner

Rags Prohibited /rom UT Campus

CLA§§KFKEJD
ADVER~fK§KNG

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING----

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
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editorial
Students
Blew

It
A business consultant firm was
called in by the administration to
evaluate library procedures.
In conjunction with this effort at
improving the library, a facility
much used by students, faculty and

community citizens, the Faculty
Library Committee called an
informal hearing. The purpose was to
allow students to air grievances
about Zimmerman Library, so
special consideration could be given
to student opinions.
Only five students showed up at
the hearing; those five didn't seem to
get the idea they were there to try to
improve a bad situation. They spent
most of the time dissecting
administrative motives for spending
money on a consultant firm.
However useful or useless the
library study proves to be, the
decision to call in consultants has
already been made. There is little

else that can be done except use the
study.
Only that one area remains for
students to effect the manner in
which library improvements will be
made. A channel of communication
was opened wide by the library and
administration.
Students did not take that
opportunity.
After all the ruckus last semester
about how crummy Zimmerman
Library is, and after successful
attempts by GSA and ASUNM to
express their dissatisfaction to the
administration, one gets the
impression that nobody cares any
more.

...

Arab-Israeli Mini-Fight
To the Editor:
Saturday night, the students of
this University missed the unique
experience of a miniature
Arab-Israeli conflict right in Popejoy
Hall. Seeing 50 angry Arabs trying to
outclap and outyell 50 angry Jews
might possibly have been humorous,
except for the hard feelings and
flared emotions that it created. It
was the appearance of a well known
anti-Zionist Jewish rabbi as part of
the Speaker's Committee program of
controversial speakers. In my
opinion, the appearance of this
speaker, and the manner in which he
was presented, did nothing more
academic than give a very small
group of people the opportunity to
divide up and become even more
embittered over a very serious
problem.
For example, I think it was highly
contrary to the spirit in which the
speaker's program is supposed to
exist for members of the
accompanying party to show such
visible bias on the stage for the views
of the speaker, and further inflame
an already highly emotional
audience. I feel that the Speaker's
Committee representative who
presented Rabbi Berger, and who
further conducted the question and
answer period, was rather obvious in
his distate to allow unfavorable
questions by interrupting ("your one
minute is up) and by a rather
obvious incompetence at satisfying
the, what I rather feel were valid, if
not emotional, questions raised by
many members of the audience.
(Virtually all of which were made by
Jewish students and sympathizers of
the Israeli state.)

Faculty, Administrators
Negotiate Salary Increase

'We Don't Need That Sort Of Thing Just Now!'

i\
u
....-

letters
"Spare" Change
To the Editor:
I too have been "spare changed"
by my "brothers" to the breaking
point. I no longer try to spare a few
coins for those unable, unwilling or
too lazy to work.
In the Union yesterday, I was
asked for "a dime to get a hot
chocolate." This line shows no
originality. It's been over 7 5 degrees
for the last week. Could it be this
line worked all winter and hasn't
been revised to fit the season?
With rising inflation and climbing
rate of unemployment (among those
who will work), I say there is no
such thing as "spare" change.
Craig Stiniker

If students aren't willing to attend
a hearing where their thoughts are
solicited for use in making library
improvements, the administration
may not be too willing to actually
change.
Why spend $30,000 to
professionally evaluate library
systems and recommend
improvements if only five out of
over 16,000 people seem to care?
Once more the UNM student
community has screamed for open
communication with the
administration and an effective part
in University decision-making. Anci
once again they blew it.
Barbara Morgan

Ask

Raises for UNM faculty salaries are being negotiated by the
administration and the Budget Review Subcommittee of the
Faculty Policy Committee (FPC).
Peter Prouse, chairman of FPC said the committee is trying
to relieve problems caused by UNM's salary scale- one of
the lowest among comparable universities,
In a report submitted to the faculty Feb. 16 by economics
professor Gary Hufbauer, the faculty attrition rate at UNM
over the last five years was set at 45 percent. ·
In a bid to gain a more favorable position in the order of
allocations, FPC passed a resolution Feb. 24, proposing first
priority be given to salary raises.
Karl Christman of the Budget Review Subcommittee was
charged with delivering the resolution to UNM President
Ferrel Heady and Vice Presidents Chester Travelstead and
John Perovich.
Perovich told The Lobo first priority had already been
given to faculty raises and hiring new faculty. Allocations for
Delegates in the OAS class listen attentively to the debate in the raises will come from $20.3 million appropriated to UNM
progress. Left to right: Charleen Herman, Thomas Smith, Randy by the New Mexico Legislature.
Concentration
Hoelzen, Harvey Buchalter, Edith Harte and John Pittman. See
Christman gave a report of the Friday meeting to FPC
related story on page 4.
yesterday. The committee discussed possible amounts and
percentages of salary increases after the report.
The Lobo was requested not to report particulars of the
'Appropriate Action'
proceedings. Committee members decided to hold off release
of figures until a final agreement was reached with the
adminstration.

Union Grievances Go to Lavender

Upon approaching the podium
after the presentation (perhaps
confrontation would be a better
word), I questioned the Speaker's
Committee representative over the
source of bringing this speaker, and
was a little shocked to be told that
he was proposed by the Arab
Student Union. I can emphatically
state that the speaker's presentation
was to me no_thing but inflammatory
rhetoric, and I find it rather
incomprehensible that the ASUNM
actually paid good money (the
amount of which I was refused to be
informed of, upon asking the
Speaker's Committee representative).
The ASUNM could have paid anyone
a few dollars to stand in front of a
podium and yell "screw the Jew,"
but I cannot see money being paid to
this sort of speaker.
I find the situation roughly
analogous to the following situation:
A group of Southern segregationists
on campus decide to submit a
request to the Speaker's Committee
for a speaker favoring their
viewpoint, and the ASUNM pays
money to bring in a South African
advocate of apartheid to speak on
the subject. The speaker is
"controversial," and the committee
has filled the request of a group
desiring to have their viewpoint
advertised and paid for by the rest of
the students.
I really hope that the Arab
students who sponsored Rabbi
Berger had fun sitting in the
audience and clapping for everything
the rabbi said (and I doubt that they
really understood), and I hope that it
was worth all of the rightfully
inflamed feelings that were produced
in the Israeli and Jewish students
that were present. The speaker
accomplished nothing more
significant than that.
I am not a Jew or Israeli, but just
a student who thinks that all of us
students got really "screwed" last
night. I certainly hope that ASUNM
can find people more worthwhile in

the future to bring in than was
brought to this campus Saturday
night.
Stephen Breden
Whitewash
To the Editor:
The "Taiwanese reply" in the
March 24 Lobo is a typical example
of Kuomingtang (KMT) playing
Taiwanese against each other. It does
not require a high I.Q. to realize who
masterminded it. It is not difficult
for a totalitarian regime and its
followers to round up a few
"supporters" to echo their
allegiance. Those supposedly
Taiwanese put their signatures to
their letter either out of fear or with
an intention to collaborate. The
undersigned reader also received
several calls for the similar purpose.
It is also understood that some of
the passages were added after their
signatures.
The reply dodges the central
issues. The mentioning of a name of
tw..o ''prominent" Taiwanese
politicians was an attempt to delude
the American public. It is true that a
few non-KMT candidates were
elected to some lesser posts with
overwhelming majority votes. Their
elections were, in most cases, simply
because they were not members of
KMT and it is precisely an indication
of the voters' strong resentment
against KMT. Taipei, where KMT
were repeatedly humiliated and their
prestige being at stake was declared a
special municipality whereby the
mayorship was appointed by the
KMT. This is the "viable democratic
system" in Taiwan.
Anyone with "critical faculties"
will know that the police force in
Taiwan is more than "for the
maintenance of social order" (three
percent KMT agents in Taiwan). This
is a brazen affront to the stark
reality. 'l'he recently departed
American missionaries, Rev. and Ms.
Thornberry, have a very vivid report
on the situation in 'raiwan (Denver

Post and Phoenix Gazette, March
2 5). The attempt to whitewash
KMT's crimes in Taiwan is futile.
The massacre in 1947 and the
subsequent disappearance and
imprisonment of unlmown numbers
of people was reported by U.S.
diplomats and documented by the
U.S. government (Congressional
Record, Vol. 116, No. 151, 1970).
Contacts between Communist
China and KMT and the secret visit
by the Russian diplomat/reporter to
Taiwan have been reported by
several major newspapers in the
world (Washington Post and The
Observer in London since 1964). A
man in his right mind certainly
would not expect a communique to
be issued pertaining to a meeting of
that nature. But the feelings and
psychology of the KMT Chinese
people is very understandable. The
recent defection of a KMT diplomat
is a case in point.
It is very unfortunate that the
Chinese friends who are concerned
with this problem should resort to
this tactic instead of coming out to
face the issues squarely.
K. Chen for a group of
Taiwanese

Lobo Letter Polic-y
,.;

The Lobo welcomes letters to the
editor. All letters must be no longer
than 250 words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
t.elephone number must be included
with t.he letter or it will not be
considered for publication. Names will
not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a
name, t.elephone number and address
of a group member. 'rhe letter will
carry that name, plus the name of the
group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
space and the number of letters
received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes Bernas.
Bernas arC' unsolicit.ed, signed guest
editorials which do not nec1~ssarily
reflect the ecl itorial policy of The
Lobo, or the policy of ASUNM, GSA
or UNM. Bernas may be any length,
~u~ ~!JaY be cut due Lo space
hmztatJOns.

'

Grievances against two Union division
managers were to be filed today with Harold
Lavender, vice president for student affairs,
by the Union Board's investigation
subcommittee.
The grievance papers ask Lavender take
"appropriate action" against food services
director Cliff Neher and maintenance
manager Richard Carnes.
Subcommittee member Don Burge said
the Union Board is "not legally" able to take
action against the two since it "is not in
effect their employer."
The grievance filing is the result of an
ongoing investigation into the management
of the Union. The board Friday heard
itemized mismanagement charges against
Neher and Carnes in closed session. Neither
attended the session. They then "fully
empowered'' the investigatory
subcommittee, comprised of Burge and
ASUNM President Eric Nelson, to carry the
investigation through administrative
channels.

The mismanagement charges against the
two were listed in a two-part report
presented the board March 19. The first part
of the report outlined general areas of
employe dissatisfaction within the Union.
Union Director Ron Baum was also
criticized in the report. His reply was heard
by the board in closed session Tuesday.
Conditions outlined in the investigatory
subcommittee's report include lack of
employe access to management personnel,
verbal abuse, racial discrimination in
promotions and work assignments and lack
of on-the-job training.
The report also said there was no informal
grievance procedure for Union employes and
that safety precautions in some building
areas have been disregarded.
Investigation of the Union's working
conditions was prompted by a complaint
filed with the board by a student employe of
the Union Feb. 19. An attempt is being
made to include student grievances in the
follow-up action.

City Cops Refuse to Arrest
Galley-Verdict Protestors·
Six members of Vietnam Veterans Against the War turned
themselves over to city police last night for "the murder of
unknown numbers of Vietnamese civilians" but were not
booked.
The veterans asked police officers at the booking desk to
arrest them saying "it is our responsibility to accept part of
the guilt in lieu of the Calley trial."
Officer D. R. Garcia told the group they must have formal
charges filed against them before they could be arrested.
"I feel the same way you fellows do. But we just can't
charge you," said Garcia.
The group said afterwards they would k'eep trying to get
aJ.Tested. They plan to visit the Federal Marshall's office this
·
morning.
Veterans who participated were Ralph Baca and Cisco
Garcia, ex-Army veterans; Bruce McMaster, Bob Maland,
Charles Darnall and Chris Vineyard, ex-Marines.
Members of the group said they had all participated in the
killing of Vietnamese civilians during their service.

Lt. Calley Sentenced to Life at Hard Labor
Plans to Appeal All the Way to Supreme Court if Necessary
FT. BENNING, Ga. (UPI)- Lt.
William L. Calley Jr. was sentenced
to life at hard labor Wednpsday for
the premeditated murder of 22
Vietnamese civilians at My Lai, but
the sentence likely will be taken to
the nation's highest courts and
perhaps the President himself.
The six-officer jury panel which
heard the longest court-martial in
U.S. military history had only two
choices - life imprisonment or
death - and it chose the least harsh
of the two.
Under the life sentence, Calley is
eligible for parole after 10 years;
Calley's attorneys immediately
petitioned for a deferment of
sentence pending the appeals, which
could take up to three years. Maj.
Gen. Orwin C. Talbott, commander
of Ft. Benning and the man who
must rule on the request, is expected
to make his decision known Friday
or Saturday.
If the deferment is refused, Calley
likely will be shipped immediately to
Fort Levenworth, Kan., to begin his
sentence. If granted, he would be
freed in his own recognizance and
assigned duties at Ft. Benning while
the appeals are made.
Standing at attention before the
court president, Col. Clifford H.
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Ford, the ashen-faced but unblinking
Still later the case will be checked
2 7 -year-old defendant listened as for judicial error, and then referred
Ford told him:
to the military court of appeals. It
"First Lt. William L. Calley, it is could end in the U.S. Supreme
my duty as president of this court to Court, if jurisdiction is transferred
inform you that the court in closed from the military, and also could go
session and upon secret written to President Nixon, since he serves as
ballot, three fourths of the members commander - in - chief.
present at the time the vote was
Calley has been housed in the Ft.
Benning stockade since his
taken concurrirtg, sentences you:
"To be confined at hard labor for conviction, and officials said there
the length of your natural life, to be were no immediate plans to move
dismissed from the service, to forfeit him.
all pay and allowances.''
His attorney, George W. Latimer,
"I'll do my best sir," Calley said, said at the time of the verdict that he
planned appeals on "90 grounds or
and snapped a salute.
The young officer, who stood trial so."
Calley was sentenced at 12:36
for 102 murders at My Lai, tearfully
told the panel in his final statement p.m. MST, and the marathon court Tuesday that he had never wantonly martial that began Nov. 12 finally
ended ·,vhen the judge, Col. Reid W.
killed anyone in his life.
He claimed throughout the trial Kennedy, announced a minute later:
"This court is closed,"
that he was merely following the
Calley walked from the courtroom
orders of his commanding officer at
My Lai, Capt. Ernest L. Medina, and with Latimer and two other
he said his only crime was valuing attorneys. His only gesture as he
the lives of his troops over those of went through the swinging wooden
courtroom gate was to place his left
the enemy.
Calley's case now will go to a hand briefly on the left shoulder of a
reviewing officer, who has the power bailiff, Sgt. Jefferson Huggins.
Two military sedans, flanked by
to lessen the sentence, or throw it
out altogether. The only thing the MPs, were waiting outside as Calley
reviewer cannot do is increase the emerged. Across .the stteet, in front
penalty.
of a white - framed chapel, a crowd

of some 150 persons cheered and
began shouting: "Free Calley, Free
Calley, Free Calley."
The young officer never broke
stride walking to the sedan but
smiled at the crowd and saluted. A
young mother, cradling her child in
her arms, wept. Young men raised
their fingers in a "V" while the
automobiles pulled away, returning
Calley to the stockade.
Seven military policemen lined up
in front of the crowd, down the
middle of the street when a woman
dressed in red, yelling in a thick
German accent, screamed "He's
going to jail and I'd gladly go and sit
with him."
"They killed our Gls and that's
okay, is it," the woman shouted.
"Give it to 'em," came a male
voice from the back of the crowd,
which included about 15 uniformed
soldiers.
When Calley left the building, one
of the MPs carried his brown leather
suitcase, and another carried a brown
and black striped blanket.
Latimer said: "I obviously feel
good about the sentence in that it
was the least of the sentences they
could give him."
(Please turn to page 9)

